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It’s been quite a while since I have published one of these, but this is something that I really need to get
into print. One of the hallmarks of the really top players is their patience in the bidding whenever the
bidding suggests that a slam investigation is warranted. Here’s a deal that shows what I mean. With all
vulnerable, you pick up Q AK1093 AQJ95 Q4. Nice hand, isn’t it?
But better news is on the way. Partner is the dealer and opens 1. Many of you, when faced with this
problem, would simply bid 4NT. But that’s not very patient. So, since I’ve given you the clue that
patience is necessary, those of you in that camp are wondering what I have in mind.
What could go wrong by bidding 4NT here? What if partner has AKx Jxx Kxxx Jxx? If your 4NT
just asks for aces, and partner shows 1, you’re going to go into a long huddle. If your 4NT is RKC and
partner shows 2, you have the same guess. Even worse, suppose partner shows 3 key cards. 7 is
practically a claimer if partner has Axx QJ Kxxx Axxx; you can draw 3 rounds of trumps and run
hearts, discarding all your little clubs. Then a crossruff will see you home. But if he has AJx xxx
Kxxx Axx you might not even make 6. Finally, partner might have Axxx Qxxx Kxxx A and 7
is on (barring a ruff on opening lead), which outscores 7.
Note that for the rest of this discussion, I am going to use “Blackwood” as either 4 Ace or Keycard
Blackwood. Most of the issues with blasting into slam without resolving the problem of the club suit are
independent of your form of Blackwood here.
No, you need to curb your enthusiasm and explore a bit. Just respond 1. Over this, your partner bids
2. This looks even better. Since partner didn’t bid 1, you know he has at least 9 cards in the minors,
since he would rebid or open 1NT with 3=2=4=4 shape and rebid 1 with 4=1=4=4. Now you’re
definitely in the slam zone.
Is it time to trot out 4NT yet? What could go wrong with that? Again, if this is purely an ace ask, you
won’t really know what to do if partner shows you 1 ace; he could have AKx J Kxxxx Jxxx and
you’re off the first two club tricks. And if 4NT is RKC, your bid is even worse since it would be asking for
key cards with clubs trumps. What’s wrong with that, you ask? What if partner has just one key card
(KJx J Kxxxx KJxx) and you’re playing 1430? Now partner bids 5; you’re off two key cards and
you can’t sign off in 5 because that would ask for the Q.
What can you do? Wheel out the trusty 4th suit game forcing. Your 2 bid here says nothing about
spades, it just creates a game force. If you do that, partner will bid 2NT (he has a spade stopper) and
now you can bid 3, telling partner that your game force is based on a diamond fit. Why not bid 4NT
now? Can’t partner have AKx J Kxxxx Jxxx? Once again, you will not know what to do if you are
missing one key card.
Do you see a theme here? Taking control of a slam auction when you have two losers in a suit isn’t
really a very good idea. Does it work often? Yes. But the point is that being patient nearly always
works.
Over your 3 bid, partner will bid 3, a cue-bid showing the ace. And he’s also implying that he has a
slam-suitable hand. With AKx J xxxxx KJxx partner should bid 3NT to show black suit stoppers
and bad diamonds. You’d still move toward slam of course. Even opposite this hand, 6 is on a finesse.
But you wouldn’t bid it, because you’d be off two key cards.
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Once partner shows slam interest by bidding 3, is it time to bid Blackwood? Nope, you still have the
problem of two potential trump losers. What can you do instead? You can cue-bid 4 to focus
partner’s attention on clubs. And partner, with a club control, will bid Blackwood. Because he will have
a control in the only side suit that neither of you have cue-bid. You will show two key cards and the Q,
and partner, holding Ax xx Kxxxx AJxx, will know to bid exactly 6 because if you had the K you
would have bid Blackwood yourself over 3. He can also infer that you have the K as well as the ace
as with no club control, no red king, and no spade ace you would not be driving so hard toward slam.
For the record, the K was wrong, so if you had decided to gamble on a grand slam, you would have
lost. But the point of this discussion is to show you that partnership discussion can be a good thing. The
full auction that I recommended (using RKC) was:
1-1, 2-2, 2NT-3, 3-4, 4NT-5, 6. That’s a lot of bidding, 6 rounds to be exact. But at the
end, responder, with his 12 HCP, could be virtually certain that slam had play. He could even infer that
you had at least two clubs, since you would have regarded a singleton club as sufficient reason to bid
Blackwood over 3. So he knew that his J was very likely to be useful.

